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CURE ID

1. Joining the CDRC

Joining the CDRC

Joining the CURE Drug Repurposing Collaboratory (CDRC), here: https://cure-drugrepurposing.org/cdrc

The CURE Drug Repurposing Collaboratory (CDRC) is a public-private partnership initiated in June 2020 by (-Path and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in partnership with the National Center for Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS), part of the National Institutes of Health (NIH).

2. CURE ID

CURE ID is looking to recruit individuals interested in helping promote our website. If interested please fill out this survey to become a social media ambassador.

3. CDRC Updates to CURE ID Site

CDRC Updates to CURE ID Site

Thank you to all who visited us at IDWeek!

Thank you to IDSA for putting together a great conference. Here are some pictures from travel to the CDRC exhibit and a few highlights... and more updates - coming soon! Be sure to check it out today!

- New Case Report View
- Open Access to All Cases and Forms
- Monkeypox Specific Case Report Form
- New Homepage

Visit the CURE ID website for more information.
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